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Potentiation of Evoked Vesicle Turnover at
Individually Resolved Synaptic Boutons
Timothy A. Ryan, Noam E. Ziv, summed behavior of synaptic populations, which are
usually large and of uncertain homogeneity. Many fun-and Stephen J Smith
Department of Molecular and Cellular Physiology damental questions thus remain unanswered. Is a given
form of plasticity expressed in a graded or an all-or-noneBeckman Center
Stanford Medical School fashion at the individual synapse? How does plasticity
vary from synapse to synapse within a given population?Stanford, California 94305
What factors might govern or predict the probability or
extent of plasticity at a given synapse? A single-bouton
analysis of plasticity, using immunocytochemicalSummary
means, was reported recently by Malgaroli et al. (1995),
but this study addressed only spontaneous releaseWe have studied synaptic plasticity in hippocampal
mechanisms. The applicability of this approach and itscell cultures using a new imaging approach that allows
results to the plasticity of evoked release was not estab-unambiguous discrimination of presynaptic function
lished.at the level of single synaptic boutons. Employing a
To study the plasticity of evoked vesicle turnover atprotocol designed to test for use-dependent plastic-
single synapses, with nopossibility of mistaking presyn-ity resembling N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor-depen-
aptic and postsynaptic components, we have used adent long-term potentiation (NMDA-type LTP), we find
new functional imaging approach. An optical technique,that brief tetanic stimuli induce a potentiation of
originally developed by Betz and colleagues (Betz andevoked synaptic vesicle turnover that lasts for at least
Bewick, 1992, 1993; Betz et al., 1992) assays presynap-1 hr. Induction of this clearly presynaptic potentiation
tic function by quantitative fluorescence imaging of ais blocked by putative postsynaptic glutamate recep-
dye (e.g., FM 1243) that can be trapped in recyclingtor antagonists, suggesting that a retrograde induc-
synaptic vesicles (Henkel et al., 1996). The elegant stud-tion signal might be involved. Potentiation appears to
ies of the Betz group demonstrated that this opticaloccur approximately equally at boutons of low and
technique allows accurate measurement of activity-high initial release probabilities, and evidently does
dependent vesicle release at motor nerve terminals.not involve an increase in the size of the total recycling
Subsequent work established that FM 1243 can be usedsynaptic vesicle pool.
in a similar fashion at synapses in hippocampal cell
cultures (Ryan et al., 1993; Reuter, 1995; Ryan and
Smith, 1995). The fact that FM 1243 measurements canIntroduction
be carried out during total blockade of postsynaptic
receptors provides great experimental versatility andUse-dependent plasticity at central nervous system
assures further that only presynaptic aspects of synap-(CNS) synapses is being studied intensively for clues to
tic function are measured. Here, we report the use ofmechanisms underlying learning and memory. Unfortu-
FM 1243 imaging methods to study a long-lasting, use-nately, these investigations have been hindered by lin-
dependent potentiation of action-potential-dependentgering technical difficulties in distinguishing between
presynaptic function.presynaptic and postsynaptic expression sites. Even for
the very widely studied form of plasticity known as
NMDA receptor-dependent (or, more briefly, NMDA- Results
type) LTP, the issue of presynaptic versus postsynaptic
expression locus remains a matter of considerable de- Measurement of the Vesicle Turnover Evoked
by Brief Action Potential Stimulibate (Collinridge and Bliss, 1995; Nicoll and Malenka,
1995, Kullman and Siegelbaum, 1995). There have been To measure the turnover of synaptic vesicles evoked by
defined action potential trains, we used field stimulationnumerous compelling arguments to the effect that ex-
pression is primarily postsynaptic (Manabe and Nicoll, and FM 1243 fluorescence imaging methods identical
to those previously described (Ryan and Smith, 1995).1994; Malinow, 1994; Liao et al., 1995; Isaac et al., 1995),
primarily presynaptic, (Dolphin et al., 1982; Malinow et Figure 1A is a Nomarski image of axons, dendrites, and
synapses typical of those we studied. Figure 1B is aal., 1990; Bashir et al., 1991; Stevens and Wang, 1994,
Schultz et al., 1994; Bolshakov and Siegelbaum, 1995), fluorescence image acquired from the same specimen
field after activity-dependent staining of synaptic bou-or some combination of the two (Kullman and Nicoll,
1992; Larkman et al., 1992). The persistent nature of this tons by a train of 20 action potentials (10 Hz for 2s) fired
in an FM 1243-containing perfusion solution. Actiondebate probably reflects, at least in part, ambiguities
inherent in the investigative techniques so far brought potentials were stimulated by uniform extracellular field
stimulation. The glutamate blockers 6-cyano-7-nitro-to bear. Therefore, new experimental approaches seem
to be called for. quinoxaline-2,3-dione (CNQX, 10 mM) and D,L-2-amino-
5-phosphonovaleric acid (AP-5, 50 mM) were includedOur understanding of CNS synaptic plasticity is also
limited by a lack of experimental information about plas- in the perfusion solution to block recurrent excitatory
activity and thus, help assure that each stimulus pulseticity at the level of the individual synapse. Almost all
experimental information now available reflects only the resulted in only a single-action potential in each neuron.
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Figure 1. Single Bouton Measurements of
Evoked Vesicle Turnover in Hippocampal Cell
Cultures
(A) Laser-scanned Nomarski DIC image rep-
resenting a portion of one measurement field.
In these cultures, fascicles of axons and den-
drites typically form a dense network against
an astrocytic background. No cell bodies are
located within this field of view.
(B) Fluorescence image representative of
those we collected to measure vesicle turn-
over. Field stimulation (10 V/cm via agar brid-
ges across chamber) was used to fire a train
of 20 action potentials (2 s at 10 Hz) in a 15 mM FM 1243 perfusion solution. The cells were incubated in the dye for a total of 1 min, then
rinsed in an FM 1243-free solution for 10 min. The 1 min exposure to dye, which exceeds the time course of evoked exocytosis, ensures
labeling of all of the vesicles retrieved during endocytosis. In this image, collected after the rinse period, numerous discrete fluorescent puncta
are clearly discernible. Earlier immunocytochemical work (Ryan et al., 1993) and electron microscopic analysis (T. A. R. and J. Buchanan,
unpublished data) establishes that these puncta correspond to presynaptic active zone sites.
(C and D) Magnified views of the region enclosed by a rectangle in (B) before (C) and after (D), the dye loading phase (corresponding to
images A and B, respectively, in the protocol schematized in Figure 2). These images show that almost all of teh dye taken up during the
loading phase was released during the unloading train of 900 action potentials (90 s at Hz). The small residual fluorescence evident here was
discounted by the background subtraction procedure described above. Fluorescence measurements were made by averaging pixel intensities
within rectangular areas as indicated graphically by the boxes in (C) and (D), and normalized to the mean DF1 in a given experiment to control
for possible day-to-day variations in reagents and instrument calibration. Scale bar represents 10 mm.
We demonstrated previously that fluorescent puncta large body of previous work has established that synap-
tic vesicle exocytosis and endocytosis are closely cou-like those in Figure 1B correspond to focal accumula-
tions of the synaptic vesicle marker synapsin I (Ryan et pled processes (Heuser and Reese, 1973; Valtorta et al.,
1988; Miller and Heuser, 1984). Our own earlier workal., 1993) and therefore, to presynaptic vesicle clusters.
More recently, this identification has been confirmed (Ryan and Smith, 1995) also demonstrates directly that
measurements of FM 1243 release and uptake at hippo-using photoconversion methods (Henkel et al., 1996)
and correlative electron microscopy (T. A. R. and J. campal synapses provide quantitatively equivalent mea-
sures of vesicle turnover across a wide range of actionBuchanan, unpublished data). Electron microscopy has
also confirmed that individual small puncta like those potential stimulus conditions. Therefore, it is justifiable
to choose either dye release or dye uptake as equivalentshown in Figure 1B correspond to single presynaptic
active zones. Although some larger puncta clearly en- measures of the evoked turnover of recycling synaptic
vesicles. With a release-measurement protocol (Ryancompassed multiple active zones, these were easily rec-
ognized by confocal imaging, and were excluded from and Smith, 1995), minimal stimulation necessarily re-
leases only a small fraction of the prelabeled vesicles.analysis here. Typically, 50 measurable fluorescent
puncta were discernible in each of the images acquired This situation results in a measurement inherently nois-
ier than that obtainable with an uptake protocol, wherefor the present study.
Figure 1C is a higher magnification image of the sub- every labeled vesicle contributes to the measured turn-
over. Thus, to obtain the highest possible signal-to-area indicated by the rectangle drawn on Figure 1B.
Figure 1D shows the same sub-area after vesicular fluo- noise ratio with minimal test stimuli, we chose to mea-
sure dye uptake.rescence was released by a long unloading train of ac-
tion potentials (90 s at 10 Hz) fired in an FM 1243-free
perfusion solution. Note that almost all of the fluores- Measurement of Use-Dependent Plasticity
Motivated by reports of plasticity resembling NMDA-cence present in the dye-loaded condition of Figure
1C disappeared after this unloading stimulus train. The type LTP in hippocampal cell cultures (Beckers and Ste-
vens, 1990; Malgaroli and Tsien, 1992; Arancio et al.,small open squares drawn over the images of Figures
1C and 1D indicate representative image measurement 1995; Deisseroth et al., 1996), we designed the FM 1243
protocols schematized in Figure 2 to test for similar use-areas. To obtain a measure of vesicle turnover uncon-
taminated by the minor background staining that re- dependent plasticity of evoked vesicle turnover. Two
identical test episodes (Test 1 and Test 2) were adminis-mains after maximal unloading stimuli, we calculate a
fluorescence difference DF between measurements tered, one before and one after a strong conditioning
tetanus of action potential stimulation (30 s at 50 Hz) andfrom images acquired just before (e.g., Figure 1C) and
just after (e.g., Figure 1D) unloading trains. Since this a variable, post-tetanic delay period. Each test episode
measured the vesicle turnover evoked by a 20 action-difference signal measurement requires that both up-
take and release of fluorescence be prompt and activity- potential stimulus like that exemplified in Figure 1. Our
conditioning tetanus was chosen to be similar to onedependent, it is very likely to reflect evoked presynaptic
vesicle traffic and toexclude other known forms of cellu- shown to induce LTP in cultured hippocampal neurons
(Deisseroth et al., 1996), and is similar to those used forlar membrane traffic.
Note that DF, the measure of evoked vesicle turnover studies in hippocampal tissues (e.g., Bliss and Lømo,
1973; Mulkey and Malenka, 1992).just described, actually measures endocytic vesicle up-
take, rather than exocytotic vesicle release. However, a The induction of NMDA-type LTP is known to depend
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Figure 2. FM 1243 Uptake Imaging Protocol
to Test for Long-Term, Use-Dependent Pre-
synaptic Plasticity
Vesicle turnover was measured during two
test episodes, one before (Test 1) and one
15–60 min after (Test 2) a conditioning stimu-
lus (Tetanus) driven by 30 s of 50 Hz field
stimulation. Test episodes were designed to
assay vesicle turnover evoked by 2 s of 10
Hz field stimulation. Synaptic vesicles recy-
cling in response to the test stimulus (Load)
were labeled by exposure to 15 mM extracel-
lular FM 1243. Dye exposure continued for
60 s after the loading stimulus to allow ample
time for the completion of vesicle endocyto-
sis (Ryan and Smith, 1995). Each test episode
also included 90 s of 10 Hz stimulation in a
dye-free solution (Unload) to release all vesi-
cles stained during the preceding loading
train. The datum we take to represent the
synaptic vesicle release evoked by the 20 loading-train action potentials (DF) was calculated from the difference between measurements
before (A) and after (B) the unloading train. This subtraction procedure was designed to distinguish fluorescence trapped in recycling vesicles
from any nonreleasable background (see Figure 1). The glutamate receptor-blocking agents CNQX (10 mM) and AP-5 (50 mM) were present
during all test episodes to block recurrent synaptic network excitation. For the potentiation group only, the blockers were removed during
the conditioning tetanus (see Results).
upon glutamatergic synaptic transmission. To test for most of the data points fall well above the dashed diago-
nal line representing DF2 5 DF1. We shall apply the termplasticity dependent upon glutamatergic transmission
during tetanic stimulation, experimental preparations “potentiation” to this tendency for DF2 to exceed DF1.
A potentiation ratio can be expressed numerically forwere randomly assigned to one of two treatment groups
that differed only in the presence (“blocked control”) or individual synaptic boutons as DF2/DF1. The average
value of DF2/DF1 was 1.76 (SEM 5 0.05). The medianabsence (“potentiation”) of glutamate antagonists dur-
ing the 50 Hz tetanic stimulus. The absence of glutamate value DF2/DF1 was 1.51. The ratio of the average value
of DF2 to the average value of DF1, <DF2>/<DF1>, wasantagonists during the conditioning tetanus of the po-
tentiation group might lead to recurrent excitation and 1.53. This latter measure should be the most readily
comparable with standard electrophysiological mea-thus distort the 1:1 relationship between evoked stimuli
and action potential firing. However, this was not a con- sures, which, in almost all cases, average or sum each
measurement across populations of synapses. The ratiocern, since the test for long-lasting plasticity does not
depend on quantitatively precise control of this tetanus. of averages <DF2>/<DF1> should also be more robust
statistically than the average ratio <DF2/DF1>, becauseWe chose the 20 action potential 10 Hz test train to
approach the low test frequencies used in standard LTP the former should minimize effects of noise in small DF1
denominators.experiments (0.1 Hz and below), while still satisfying the
technical constraints for high signal-to-noise ratio in FM
1243 measurements. With test stimuli consisting of less Induction Is Blocked by Glutamate
than 20 action potentials, the small magnitude of the Receptor Antagonists
measurable fluorescence signal posed a problem. With In striking contrast with the result described above, no
stimulus frequencies much lower than 10 Hz, the re- potentiation was observed in the otherwise identical
quired increase in dye exposure duration would have experiments where thepostsynaptic glutamate receptor
ledto a progressive increase in activity-independent dye antagonists CNQX (10 mM) and AP-5 (50 mM) were pres-
uptake, a potentially troublesome source of background ent during tetanic stimulation. Figure 3B summarizes
noise. Since the glutamate antagonists AP-5 and CNQX this set of experiments, showing the data for 591 individ-
were present during both loading and unloading phases ual boutons. The data points in Figure 3B scatter nearly
of all test episodes, no induction of plasticity would be equally above and below the diagonal. Thus, for the
expected to occur as a result of the test procedure itself. blocked-control group, vesicle turnover was approxi-
mately equal before and after the conditioning tetanus.
The average value of DF2/DF1 was 1.09 (n 5 591, SEM 5Induction of Presynaptic Potentiation
Tetanization in the absence of glutamate receptor an- 0.02), the median was 1.01, and the ratio of averages
<DF2>/<DF1> was 1.01. Values of DF2/DF1 differed fromtagonists resulted in a substantial and long-lasting po-
tentiation of evoked vesicle turnover. Figure 3A shows those measured for the potentiation group at p <0.0001
(Mann-Whitney unsigned rank test).fluorescence measurements representing vesicle turn-
over for 508 individual boutons in the potentiation group The roles of specific ionotropic glutamate receptor
types in induction were explored through experimentsbefore (DF1) and 15–60 min after (DF2) the conditioning
tetanus. Though there is considerable scatter in these in which effects of the selective antagonists AP-5 and
CNQX applied individually during the conditioning teta-data points (see Discussion), it is very clear that DF2 was
substantially larger than DF1 for most boutons, i.e., that nus were measured. Table 1 summarizes our results on
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Figure 3. Potentiation of Evoked Vesicle
Turnover
(A) Post-tetanus dye uptake (DF2) versus pre-
tetanus dye uptake (DF1) for measurements
from 508 boutons obtained in 10 experiments
where the tetanus was delivered in the ab-
sence of AP-5 and CNQX. The dashed line
represents DF2 5 DF1. Clearly, most of the
data points fall in the region above the line,
indicating DF2 > DF1. Thus, these data reflect
a predominant increase in vesicle turnover.
(B) Control data (591 boutons) obtained in 10
experiments where the tetanus was delivered
in the presence of glutamate blockers AP-5
and CNQX. The presence of approximately
equal numbers of data points below and
above the diagonal line suggests that no po-
tentiation occurred with blockers present
during the tetanus. For both data sets, each
experiment consisted of measurements
taken from 1 coverslip. The data sets pre-
sented in (A) and (B) were both derived from
a total of seven different culture preparations.
pharmacology of the induction process. The tabulation group (in which CNQX and AP-5 were present during
tetanic stimulation) show no significant potentiation atincludes a potentiation factor column, calculated as
(<DF2>/<DF1>)21, for easy comparisons of the degree any time point.
of potentiation between the different groups. As com-
pared with the standard, antagonist-free induction treat-
Distributions of Single-Boutonment, the selective AMPA (a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-
Potentiation Valuesmethyl-4-isoxasole propionic acid)-receptor antagonist
The histograms of Figure 5 show the distributions ofCNQX alone (10 mM) reduced potentiation by only 31%.
DF2/DF1 ratios observed at individual boutons in theOn the other hand, the NMDA receptor-specific antago-
standard potentiation and blocked-control conditions.nist AP-5 alone (50 mM) resulted in a much more sub-
Figure 5A shows that ratio values cluster tightly aroundstantial 75% suppression of potentiation. These results
a modal value near 1.0 in the blocked-control condition,are consistent with the involvement here of an NMDA
while there is both substantial reduction in the occur-receptor-based postsynaptic triggering mechanism,
rence of lower ratios and a substantial increase in higherperhaps one similar to that implicated in the induction
ratios under the potentiation condition. The cumulativeof NMDA-type LTP (see Discussion).
frequency curves in Figure 5B indicate that only 4%Since CNQX and AP-5 in combination appeared nec-
of boutons in the blocked-control condition exhibitedessary to completely suppress the induction of evoked
DF2/DF1 ratios greater than 2.0, while 28% of boutonsvesicle turnover potentiation, and because the greatest
in the potentiation condition exceeded this ratio value.potentiation occurred in the absence of both antago-
Figure 5A also shows that DF2/DF1 ratios are more dis-nists, we concentrate the remainder of the present anal-
perse for the potentiation group. This increased disper-ysis on these two pharmacological conditions.
sion is somewhat in excess of that which would be
predicted from a simple scaling up of DF2 values for the
potentiation group: the ratio of standard deviation toThe Time Course of Potentiation
Figure 4 shows the same data as Figures 3A and 3B, mean for the potentiation group DF2/DF1 values is 0.65,
while it is only 0.50 for the blocked controls. This smallsegregated and plotted to show potentiation ratios ob-
served with 15, 30, and 60 min intervals between tetanic but significant difference (p < 0.005, Fisher variance
equality test, Snedecor and Cochran, 1980) suggestsstimulation and the second test episode. The enhance-
ments observed in the potentiation group clearly last that the degree of presynaptic potentiation, and not just
some general scale of vesicle turnover, probably variesfor at least 60 min, with only minor decrement even at
this latest time point. Data from the blocked-control from bouton to bouton within the population studied.
Table 1. Sensitivity of the Induction of Vesicle Turnover Potentiation to Glutamate Receptor Antagonists during the Conditioning
Tetanus
Treatment Group Antagonists during Tetanus kDF2l/kDF1l Potentiation Factor SEM n
Potentiation None 1.53 0.53 0.05 508
CNQX Alone 10 mM CNQX 1.37 0.37 0.03 295
AP-5 Alone 50 mM AP-5 1.14 0.14 0.04 231
Blocked-Control 10 mM CNQX, 50 mM AP-5 1.01 0.01 0.03 591
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Figure 4. Time-Dependence of Potentiation
Ratios of average values of DF2 and DF1, <DF2>/<DF1> (6 SEM),
plotted as a function of the time interval between the end of condi-
tioning tetanus and the measurement of DF2, for potentiation (filled
circles, n15 5 297, n30 5 103, n60 5 109) and blocked-control experi-
ments (filled squares, n15 5 288, n30 5 147, n60 5 156).
Potentiation as a Function of Initial
Release Probability
Figure 5. Distribution of Single Bouton Potentiation RatiosThere have been several suggestions that the extent of
(A) Frequency histograms summarizing the occurrence of specifiedNMDA-type LTP at a given synapse might vary as a
potentiation ratios DF2/DF1, from individual boutons in potentiationfunction of release probability at that synapse prior to (solid bars) and blocked-control groups (lighter bars), plotted for
potentiation (Larkman et al., 1992; Bolshakov and the same data as in Figures 3A and 3B. The average potentiation
Siegelbaum, 1995; Malgaroli et al., 1995). While it has ratio was 1.76 (SEM 5 0.05) for the potentiation group and 1.09
(SEM 5 0.029) for the blocked-control.been difficult to test this suggestion directly in electro-
(B) Cumulative frequency histograms, obtained by integrating thephysiological studies, the analogous test for the presyn-
frequency histograms of (A). These distributions show that ratioaptic potentiation reported here is straightforward. The
values cluster tightly around a modal value near 1.0 in the blocked-
pretetanus evoked turnover measurement, DF1, pro- control condition, while there is both substantial reduction in the
vides a measure of initial release probability, while the occurrence of lower ratios and substantial increase in higher ratios
potentiation ratio, DF2/DF1, provides a measure of poten- under the potentiation condition.
tiation. Both are available on a synapse-by-synapse ba-
sis. Figure 6A plots DF2/DF1 as a function of DF1 for
each of the 508 boutons measured in the potentiation The dashed line in Figure 6C shows that when the decile-
pooled values of the blocked-control <DF2>/<DF1> arecondition. Figure 6B plots the same variables for the
591 blocked-control boutons. It is apparent in both rescaled by a constant factor equivalent to the differ-
ence in overall averages between potentiation andgraphs that the largest potentiation ratios occur at bou-
tons with the smaller initial release values. It also ap- blocked-control groups (i.e., 1.53), the blocked-control
group shows an inverse correlation almost identical topears, for both groups, that there is a progressive dwin-
dling of the larger potentiation ratios with increased that observed in the potentiation group. This similarity
suggests that the apparent inverse correlation does notinitial release probability across the entire range. How-
ever, these appearances of inverse correlations be- reflect upon the potentiation process at all. Alternative
explanations for the appearance of inverse correlationstween DF2/DF1 and DF1 could be deceiving. They may be
due, at least in part, to the inflation of random variability in both groups are discussed below (see Discussion).
effects at small values of the denominator DF1.
To reduce the influence of random variations in DF1, Potentiation Does Not Change the Total
Recycling Vesicle Pool Sizethe data of Figures 6A and 6B were pooled across decile
ranges of DF1 values. Figure 6C plots the ratio of aver- To test the hypothesis that evoked release potentiation
might reflect an increase in total vesicle pool size, weages of DF1 and DF2 values, <DF2>/<DF1>, as a function
of average DF1 values, <DF1>, decile by decile. Even carried out additional experiments using a modified ver-
sion of the potentiation protocol shown in Figure 2. Byin such group averages, inverse correlations between
potentiationand initial release probability are still appar- lengthening the loading trains in both test episodes,
from 20 to 1200 action potentials, vesicle pools wereent, for both potentiation and blocked-control groups.
It is possible that these apparent inverse correlations loaded to saturation and the DFsat values thus obtained
should now reflect total pool size rather than any releasereflect uponthe mechanismsunderlying presynapticpo-
tentiation. If this is so, however, it seems puzzling that a probability factor (Ryan and Smith, 1995). Figure 7
shows fluorescence data taken to represent pool sizesimilar correlation should beevident in both potentiation
and blocked-control groups, recalling that the blocked- at 174 individual puncta before (DFsat1) and 15–60 min
after (DFsat2) the conditioning tetanus. In this case, thecontrol group as a whole showed no potentiation at all.
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Figure 6. Tests for Correlation between Pretetanus Release and Degree of Potentiation
(A) The data of Figure 3A are plotted to show single bouton potentiation ratios (DF2/DF1) as a function of the initial, pretetanus measurement
(DF1) for each of the 508 boutons in the potentiation group.
(B) Same as (A), but for the 591 boutons of the control-blocked group. Both groups show a marked tendency of higher potentiation ratios for
smaller values of DF1.
(C) To diminish the impact of statistical fluctuation upon this correlation, the same data are plotted as the potentiation ratio <DF2>/<DF1>
versus initial release measurements <DF1>, where brackets indicate averaging over decile ranges in DF1. The dashed line shows the blocked-
control data rescaled by a factor of 1.53, corresponding to the ratio of the overall means of the two data sets shown here. Similarities in form
between correlations apparent in potentiation and blocked-control groups suggest that both correlations arise from a source other than the
potentiation process (see Discussion).
data points distribute approximately equally above and (the average value of DFsat2/DFsat1 was 0.99, SEM 5 0.029)
below the dashed diagonal line, i.e., DFsat2 values are over the entire range of time intervals between the teta-
not significantly different than values of DFsat1 (Mann- nus and second test episode (15–60 min). Thus, the
Whitney unsigned rank test, p > 0.15). These experi- potentiation reported in this study does not appear to
ments show no significant change in the total pool size be due to a growth in the total number of recycling
vesicles (see Discussion).
Discussion
Using a new imaging methodology that resolves vesicle
turnover at individual presynaptic boutons, we have
shown that synapses in rat hippocampal cell cultures
exhibit a robust and long-lasting form of presynaptic
potentiation. This potentiation is induced by high fre-
quency action potential stimulation and measurable as
the vesicle turnover evoked by short, lower frequency
trains of action potentials. Induction appears to depend
upon the activation of postsynaptic glutamate recep-
tors, suggesting that some retrograde induction signal
might be involved. On the other hand, expression of
Figure 7. Size of Total Recycling Vesicle Pool Does Not Change
potentiation is readily detected during glutamate recep-during Potentiation
tor blockade. While single-bouton analysis appeared toMeasurements of the total pool size were carried out using a proto-
suggest some inverse correlation between potentiationcol identical to that outlined in Figure 2 except that the number of
and initial release probability, there are indications thisaction potentials in each loading train was increased from 20 to
1200. The saturating level of FM 1243 staining observed in this correlation may arise largely from statistical artifacts
circumstance is thought to reflect staining of all vesicles in the (see below). Finally, no use-dependent growth in total
recycling pool, and thus, the corresponding DF value (designated recycling vesicle pool size was observed. Thus, the po-
DFsat) is interpreted as a measure of the total size of that pool.
tentiation of vesicle turnover observed probably reflectsMeasurements were acquired before (DFsat1) and 15–60 min after
an increase in either the efficiency of the secretory ma-(DFsat2) the conditioning tetanus. DFsat2 is plotted as a function of
DFsat1 for 174 individual boutons in which the tetanus was delivered chinery, in the size of the readily releasable pool of
in the absence of the glutamate receptor antagonists CNQX and vesicles, or both. Since the plasticity protocols used in
AP-5. The data were obtained from six different experiments using the present study were inspired by those found in the
coverslips from three different culture preparations. The data show
extensive literature on hippocampal NMDA-type LTP, itno significant change in the total pool size. Similar reults were ob-
is natural to discuss our findings in relationship to thattained for tetani delivered in the presence of CNQX and AP-5 (data
not shown). literature.
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Comparisons to Studies of Hippocampal The NMDA-dependent receptor is thought to act as a
coincidence detector. Ca21 influx through the channelNMDA-Type LTP
The following aspects of the present findings suggest is normally dependent upon both receptor occupancy
by the ligand (glutamate) and membrane depolarization,that they should be considered in the same context as
results on hippocampal NMDA-type LTP: the potentia- which relieves a voltage-dependent Mg21 block of the
pore. In LTP experiments, the depolarization is thoughttion of evoked vesicle turnover we describe would be
likely to correspond to an increase in presynaptic trans- to be provided by the non-NMDA receptor-dependent
current, which is largely blocked by CNQX. Assumingmitter release and thus to strengthen synaptic transmis-
sion; our culture preparations were derived from the that a similar postsynaptic mechanism is operative in
our experimental system, the small impact of CNQXCA3 and CA1 hippocampal tissue regions that harbor
the presynaptic and postsynaptic cells typically studied might be explained by the fact that our field stimulus
itself directly fires a depolarizing action potential in thein slice experiments on NMDA-type LTP; previous elec-
trophysiological studies have demonstrated phenom- postsynaptic cell. The brevity of the postsynaptic action
potential depolarization in comparison to CNQX-sensi-ena resembling NMDA-type LTP in similar hippocampal
cultures (Beckers and Stevens, 1990, Arancio et al., tive synaptic transmission might be expected to make
it somewhat less efficient in promoting NMDA receptor-1995, Deisseroth et al., 1996); induction was triggered
by tetanic action potential trains comparable to those mediated Ca21 influx.
There are two points that justify some caution in as-used in electrophysiological LTP studies (Bliss and
Lømo, 1973; Mulkey and Malenka, 1992; Deisseroth et suming any direct applicability of our results to the un-
derstanding of LTP (or vice versa). First, we tested foral., 1996); induction was greatly reduced by blockade
of NMDA-dependent receptors during the tetanus; po- plasticity using short trains of repetitive action potentials
(2 s at 10 Hz), while LTP has generally been tested withtentiation persisted for at least 1 hr; the potentiation
ratios we report are in the range of those reported for single action potentials at much lower frequencies. Our
repetitive test stimulus may drive the presynaptic termi-LTP at the level of synaptic transmission (for the last
three points, see Collinridge and Bliss, 1995). nal into a short-term plasticity state different from that
occupied during traditional LTP transmission tests. Sec-Our selective glutamate antagonist results (see Table
1) provide evidence for the involvement of a postsynap- ond, relatively little of the extensive electrophysiological
and pharmacological analysis of hippocampal slice LTPtic triggering process in induction of the presynaptic
potentiation described here. Perhaps the only alterna- has yet been reproduced in any cell culture system. It
is possible that the phenomenon may be very differenttive would be to imagine that vesicle turnover might
be modulated by AP-5-sensitive and CNQX-sensitive in slice versus culture, and thus, generalizations across
systems may be premature.glutamate receptors located on the presynaptic bouton,
although there is no supporting evidence for such recep- As noted above, one major, unresolved issue in the
analysis of hippocampal slice NMDA-type LTP regardstor localization. A signaling pathway capable of linking
postsynapticglutamate receptor activation topresynap- presynaptic versus postsynaptic expression locus. As-
suming that conditions in the present study do indeedtic plasticity expression has been envisioned in presyn-
aptic expression models for NMDA-type LTP (for re- correspond to those obtained in slice LTP studies, our
results would strongly support previous arguments onviews, see Collingridge and Bliss, 1995; Kullmann and
Siegelbaum, 1995). This pathway involves the genera- behalf of presynaptic LTP expression. Our methodology
is entirely silent, of course, as to whether there mighttion of a retrograde messenger secondary topostsynap-
tic Ca21 influx through NMDA-dependent channels. also be postsynaptic expressions of plasticity, either in
our own cultures or in those at which LTP has beenWhile much more work will be necessary to fully test
any such hypothesis for the potentiation we describe, studied electrophysiologically.
our present glutamate pharmacology results are consis-
tent with the involvement here of a similar NMDA recep-
Single-Bouton Analysis: Correlations betweentor-based postsynaptic induction trigger.
Initial Function and PotentiationThe blockade of induction we report for the AP-5-
By resolving vesicle turnover at individual synaptic bou-alone condition is less complete than that observed in
tons, FM 1243 imaging opens many aspects of CNSmost electrophysiological studies of NMDA-type LTP
synaptic function and plasticity to investigation. Westudies, but other investigations of that phenomenon
have focused here mainly on one such question: is thereprovide a close precedent. In studies employing intense
any correlation at a given synapse between the probabil-tetanic conditioning stimuli similar to ours, there have
ity of release prior to potentiation and the subsequentbeen reports of a modest, AP-5-resistant potentiation
extent of potentiation? Correlations of this type havecomparable to that we observed. It has been suggested
been hypothesized for NMDA-type LTP (Larkman et al.,that such residual potentiation may reflect Ca21 entry
1992; Rosenmund et al., 1993; Malgaroli et al., 1995),via postsynaptic pathways other than the NMDA-depen-
with varying experimental and theoretical justifications.dent channel, such as voltage-dependent calcium chan-
For instance, less potentiation might be expected atnels (Grover and Teyler, 1990).
synapses of higher initial probability (an inverse correla-We find that potentiation is induced by tetanization
tion) if expression ispresynaptic and there is someinher-in the CNQX-alone condition, but that its magnitude is
ent ceiling to release at a single active zone (Stevensreduced compared to that observed in the drug-free
and Wang,1994). Conversely,greater potentiation mightpotentiation condition. This finding is readily interpret-
able on the basis of current theories of NMDA-type LTP. be expected with greater initial transmission (a direct
Neuron
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correlation) if the inductionof potentiation itself depends Comparison with Observations of Spontaneous
upon transmission, as appears to be the casefor NMDA- Release Potentiation
type LTP (Rosenmund et al., 1993). A recent study by Malgaroli and coworkers describes
Our data show a modest tendency toward the inverse another form of vesicle turnover plasticity at individually
form of correlation, with the greatest potentiation factors resolved synaptic boutons in hippocampal cultures
observed at the lowest initial release levels. However, (Malgaroli et al., 1995). In that study, an ingenious dou-
mechanistic interpretation of this finding requires great ble-labeling immunocytochemical technique was used
caution because the effect is relatively small and be- to probe spontaneous vesicle turnover before and after
cause of indications that a statistical bias could account bath application of glutamate. Glutamate treatment was
for most or all of the observed correlation. In particular, shown to induce a large and long-lasting increase in
we are concerned that inverse correlations like those spontaneous vesicle turnover, and induction was shown
evident in Figure 6 might be due, in whole or in part, to to involve activation of NMDA receptors. Indications of
uncorrelated random fluctuations between the DF1 and an inverse correlation between initial spontaneous re-
DF2 measurements. That is, DF2/DF1 ratios at low DF1 lease rate and the extent of potentiation were also de-
might be inflated simply throughthe selection of particu- scribed. It seems quite possible that the long-lasting,
larly low DF1 denominator values, while DF2 values re- NMDA receptor-dependent potentiationof spontaneous
gress toward a highermean. This possibility seems most release described by Malgaroli et al. may share some
compelling as an explanation for the small inverse corre- common mechanism with the long-lasting, NMDA re-
lation evident in the blocked-control group data, since ceptor-dependent potentiation of evoked release de-
no potentiation at all was evident when the group is scribed in the present report. This is a point of con-
analyzed as a whole. Might such a statistical “artifact” siderable interest, as the relationships between the
also explain the larger correlation apparent in the poten- mechanisms governing spontaneous and evoked re-
tiation group data? There was an indication that this lease remain unclear. Future analyses should help to
may be so. The dashed line in Figure 6C is a replica of illuminate the basic mechanisms governing the two dif-
the blocked-control curve, rescaled by a constant factor ferent release regimes, as well as the relevant mecha-
to simulate a condition in which potentiation simply nisms of plasticity.
scales up vesicle turnover evenly across the board of
initial turnover values. The similarity of the rescaled
Conclusionsblocked-control and potentiation curves suggests that
the inverse correlation evident for the potentiation group
Evoked vesicle turnover at presynaptic boutons in hip-could have the same origin in uncorrelated fluctuation
pocampal culturesshows a long-lasting potentiation fol-statistics as that of the blocked controls. Thus, it is
premature to conclude that the inverse correlations evi- lowing brief episodes of high frequency action potential
dent in Figure 6 truly reflect upon underlying plasticity firing. Induction of this presynaptic potentiation appears
mechanisms. We suggest that our data indicates that to depend upon theactivation of postsynaptic glutamate
there is at most very little dependence of vesicle turn- receptors, and thus, may involve a retrograde transsyn-
over potentiation on initial release probability, and pos- aptic signal. The underlying presynaptic potentiation
sibly none. Future studies involving careful treatment of process could contribute to forms of potentiation that
possible statistical artifacts will be necessary to test the have been studied previously at the level of synaptic
generality of this result to other examples of synaptic transmission, such as NMDA-type LTP. The functional
potentiation. imaging approach employed here offers a wide range
of exciting new opportunities for the analysis of basic
The Origins of Paired-Measurement Fluctuations plasticity mechanisms. For instance, it should be possi-
The immediately preceding discussion highlights the im- ble to address new questions regarding plasticity at
portance of obtaining a better understanding as to the the unitary synaptic level and to approach the study of
origins of apparently random fluctuations observed in retrograde synaptic modulation in new ways. Moreover,
repeated single-synapse measurements. We have de- the amenability of this culture system to vital, high reso-
termined through control experiments (data not shown) lution imaging should enable direct tests of long-stand-
that the FM 1243 fluorescence measurement process ing hypotheses linking changes in synaptic structure to
itself accounts for only a small fraction of the variance functional plasticity.
evident in repeated measurement of the same bouton.
Therefore, most of the scatter in paired measurement
Experimental Proceduresplots like those of Figure 3 appears to originate in true
biological variability of the vesicle release and recycling Hippocampal Cell Culture
process. It has long been assumed that the evoked Hippocampal CA1-CA3 regions were dissected from 3–5 day old
release of synaptic vesicles is an inherently random pro- Sprague-Dawley rats, dissociated in 10 mg/ml trypsin (Sigma) for 5
cess, governed only in a stochastic fashion by calcium min, plated onto coverslips coated with Matrigel or poly-lysine, and
maintained in culture media consisting of minimal essential mediaions, parameters of active zone and vesicle pool organi-
(GIBCO), 0.6% glucose, 0.1 g/l bovine transferrin (Calbiochem), 0.25zation, and, undoubtedly, many other as yet unknown
g/l insulin (Sigma), 0.3 g/l glutamine, 5–10% FCS (Hyclone), 2% B-27factors. Systematic treatment of these factors is beyond
(GIBCO), and 8 mM cytosine b-D-arabinofuranoside. Cultures were
the scope of the present report, but we would suggest maintained at 378C in a 95% air, 5% CO2 humidified incubator for
that the fluorescence methods employed here may ulti- 3–9 weeks prior to use. Experiments for this study were performed
mately prove very useful in future analyses of such fun- on cell cultures taken from 12 different preparations. All data from
experiments performed were included in the analysis.damental details of synaptic function.
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Experimental Conditions transmission in the dentate area of the anaesthetized rabbit follow-
ing stimulation of the perforant path. J. Physiol. 232, 331–356.Coverslips were mounted in a rapid-switching, laminar-flow perfu-
sion and stimulation chamber on the stage of a laser scanning Bolshakov, V.Y., and Siegelbaum, S. (1995). Regulation of hippo-
confocal microscope. Tetanic and test action potentials were campal transmitter release during development and long-term po-
evoked by passing 1 ms current pulses yielding fields of z10 V/ tentiation. Science 269, 1730–1734.
cm through the chamber via agar bridges and Ag-AgCl electrodes.
Collingridge, G.L., and Bliss, T.V.P. (1995). Memories of NMDA re-Except as otherwise noted, cells were continuously superfused at
ceptors and LTP. Trends Neurosci. 18, 54–56.room temperature (z248C)in a saline solution consisting of 119 mM
Deisseroth, K., Bito, H., and Tsien, R.W. (1996). Signaling from syn-NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 2 mM MgCl2, 25 mM HEPES (pH
apse to nucleus: postsynaptic CREB phosphorylation during multi-7.4), 30 mM glucose, 10 mM 6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione
ple forms of hippocampal synaptic plasticity. Neuron 16, 89–101.(CNQX; Research Biochemicals), and 50 mM D,L-2-amino-5-phos-
phonovaleric acid (AP-5; Research Biochemicals). Dolphin, A.C., Errington, M.L., and Bliss, T.V. (1982). Long-term po-
tentiation of the perforant path in vivo is associated with increased
glutamate release. Nature 297, 496–498.Optical Measurements, Microscopy, and Analysis
Scanning fluorescence images were acquired by averaging four Edwards, F. (1991). LTP is a long-term problem. Nature 350,
frames obtained at a spatial sampling of 160 nm/pixel and a dwell 271–272.
time of 8 ms per pixel through a 403 1.3 NA objective using a Henkel, A.W., Lu¨bke, J., and Betz, W.J. (1996). FM1–43 dye ultra-
modified Bio-Rad MRC 500 confocal laser scanning unit coupled structural localization in andrelease from frog motor nerve terminals.
to a Zeiss IM-35 inverted microscope. Quantitative measurements Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 93, 1918–1923.
of fluorescence intensity at individual synapses were obtained by
Grover, L.M., and Teyler, T.J. (1990). Two components of long-termaveraging a 4 3 4 area of pixel intensities centered about the optical
potentiation induced by different patterns of afferent activation. Na-center of mass of a given fluorescent punctum as illustrated in Figure
ture 347, 477–479.1C. Boutons were selected for analysis using a blind procedure in
Isaac, J.T., Nicoll, R.A., and Malenka, R.C. (1995). Evidence for silentwhich the analyst had no knowledge of the presence or absence of
synapses: implications for the expression of LTP. Neuron 15,glutamate antagonist during the conditioning tetanus. Large puncta,
427–434.typically representative of clusters of smaller synapses, were re-
jected during the selection procedure. Puncta that were not clearly Kullmann, D.M., and Nicoll, R.A. (1992). Long-term potentiation is
discernible in both test episodes were also rejected. Finally, an associated with increases in quantal content and quantal amplitude.
additional saturating load, performed after the second test episode, Nature 357, 240–244.
was used to verify the viability of boutons in the field. Boutons that Kullmann D.M., and Siegelbaum S.A. (1995). The site of expression
did both take up and release the dye during this final run were not of NMDA receptor dependent LTP: new fuel for an old fire. Neuron
included in any analysis. 15, 997–1002.
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